TRANSITIONING TO LEADERSHIP: SKILLS FOR EMERGING LEADERS
Delivering Must-Have Skills to Emerging Leaders

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Transitioning to Leadership examines the complex role of a leader as a person, thought leader, problem solver, change agent, ethical leader and role model. Through interactive, action-oriented team engagement, participants will examine their strengths as individual leaders, develop necessary management communication skills, learn the basics of project management, and finally spend a day pulling all of the pieces together in a simulation exercise designed to put the new competencies into practice.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
In this program participants will:

- Understand the dynamics and principles of leadership
- Gain insight into their strengths as well as areas to develop in order to move forward
- Participate in active learning sessions to gain practical, applicable skills to apply immediately in the workplace
- Benefit from interaction with a peer network from a broad array of industries
- Strengthen communication skills to effectively represent their organization internally and in the external business community

5 DAY PROGRAM
Five Consecutive Days  $4,950
For program dates: bentley.edu/execed

WHO BENEFITS FROM THIS PROGRAM?
Participants in Transitioning to Leadership will become more strategic and effective leaders. It is designed for those who are emerging leaders, relatively new managers, and others who want to:

- Develop their leadership abilities
- Learn to manage through complex and changing situations
- Understand their strengths and areas for development
- Benefit from advancing their professional presence both internally and externally

OFFER THIS PROGRAM AT YOUR LOCATION
Transitioning to Leadership can be delivered at your company location for a group in a timeframe that fits your schedule — either consolidated in a five-day format or distributed over several weeks with projects incorporated between sessions. Content, cases and activities can be tailored to reflect your business environment and industry. Contact Debra Kennedy for more information.

“Management is doing things right; leadership is doing the right things.”
– Peter Drucker
Bentley is a formidable school that will teach you exactly what you went there for: business and the business of doing it correctly. Transition to Leadership is the best five-day, intensive, hands-on class around. The instructors will push you to think, answer and achieve — do not go if you expect to listen and not do! They are dedicated professors who remember your name, are passionate in and out of the classroom, and represent Bentley’s commitment to excellence. The best words to summarize a Bentley education: Solid, hard core, and to-the-point, real-life education.

Arthur F. Ream III
Director of IT Applications and EPIC Operation
Cambridge Health Alliance
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Why Bentley University?
Transition to Leadership is a distinctive program that combines the key elements of advanced study in leadership and strategy with engaging team learning and the development of a peer network. Participants in our executive education programs benefit from instruction by our leading graduate faculty members who specialize in interactive learning for applied business.

Register online at bentley.edu/execed

For information, contact Debra Kennedy, Director of Executive Education
dkennedy@bentley.edu 781.891.2473

5 DAYS
$4,950

Register 30 days early and receive a 10% discount. Program fee includes tuition, books and instructional materials, lunches and coffee breaks. All fees are payable in advance.
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